The present paper is an introduction of Ahmad Faraz in English and a critical study of his great poem "Mohaserah" (Siege). "Mohaserah" is one of the master pieces of Faraz which requires a wide range of hermeneutics. After Ghalib, Iqbal, and Faiz, he is known as the most influential poet in Urdu humanities. His famous collection is hugely celebrated as "The Bible of Love". "Mohaserah" is an exemplum of rebel literature which glorifies the integrity of lambent pen. Ahmad Faraz calls himself a sinning poet of righteousness in the bad times and considers poetry a source of creation. Faraz in the poem exposes the classical medieval imagination. "Mohaserah" censures the attack on the freedom of speech, human right and integrity. Glorifying the poet"s pen, the poem ends on a very optimistic note.
mai.n ki sahraa-e-mohabbat kaa musaafir thaa Faraz ek jho.nkaa tha ki Khushbuu ke safar par niklaa (I was a traveler of the desert of love, Faraz Was a wave, headed onto the journey of fragrance) ([Trans: me] , ham ko us shahr me.n ta.amiir kaa saudaa hai jahaa.n log me.amaar ko chun dete hai.n diivaar ke saath (In that city, we have the business of welfare-where People insert the Architect into the building wall) ([Trans: me], Kulliyat-e-Ahmad Faraz 237:7)
"Mohaserah" of Ahmad Faraz does not belong to the literature of consent but rebel. It is a master piece of collective resisting response in the modern Urdu poetry. He strongly stands for human integrity. The poem articulates the universal statement for both poesy and its functioning. Faraz tries to repair the [dis]order and fights against the power for the powerless and ends with a promise of the return of the oppressed or the repressed in his hermeneutics of political resistance.
Born in British India, Kohat, now in Pakistan (January 12, 1931) , Pashtun in ethnicity, Ahmed Faraz was named Sayed Ahmad Shah and later he re-named himself as Ahmad Shah Kohati. Faraz was educated at Peshawar University and his first nom de plume (takhallus) was "Sharar Baqui." It is said that he changed it on the recommendations of the legendary figures i. e. Faiz Ahmad Faiz and few others as well. Critics also record that some humors and anecdotes were made and publicly shared after his takhallus, therefore, he revised his SMART MOVES JOURNAL IJELLH ONLINE ISSN: 2582 -3574 PRINT ISSN: 2582 -4406 VOL. 8, ISSUE 2, FEBRUARY 2020 This is the way Faraz tells the story, the siege of his mighty pen-effect after receiving the memento mori. The poem also reveals its dialogical structure and has tense dialogues with the Ailchi (the messenger). "Mohaserah" appears to be an exemplum of resistance poetry in Urdu literature. Without any exaggeration, the quality reaches to match the class of world literature. The intra diegetic narrator of the poem tries to tell that how the poet"s self is being colonized by an unknown colonizer who is threatening him. The poem consists of, (i) the speaker and the "poet" talking of poetic self, (ii) poet"s people and the audience who are silent, (iii) the Ailchi with a threatening message and the very impressive and resisting reply from the receiver of the message, and (iv) poet"s optimistic prophesy of the "return" and the hope of the second coming. The poet by defending himself seems to be speaking as an angle.
He is fighting for righteousness and has a mighty pen instead of a sword determined to be killed but not to be defeated. The opening quartets talk of the existing situations and also the invocation of the sensibility of poet"s people with the use of irony. The speaker in the poem is annoyed with the statesmen, saints, clerics, clergies, the noble aristocrats, scholars, leaders and so called ambiguous status of the judges, especially those who were more fascinated with worldly luxuries-enslaved with their status and positions which look in a manner like begging in the street for something they ought not. All of them, Faraz thinks, believe only in the pleasure principles. The following parts of the poem are commentaries on their moral and intellectual stagnancies for the status quo. Faraz brings all of them to be accountable for being subjugated as a nation. He thinks that all the above mentioned bodies share the responsibilities for the poor and precarious conditions of his people. The poem portrays a picture of a decaying civilization with pathos, sweet-sarcasm and also longs for some lost/past glory. John Davies says that the poets" Pens were plucked from Archangel"s wings.
Wordsworth in his Ecclesiastical Sonnets also writes that "the feather, whence the pen / Was shaped that traced the lives of these good men, / Dropped from an Angel"s wing" (Part III. V.
Walton"s Book of Lives). Robert Burton in his Anatomy of Melancholy reflects on the same i. are with him, the poet strongly feels like an optimistic ombudsman and believes that the day of happiness, peace, and prosperity will surely arrive. The poem ends with a very strong note of optimism.
In this modest attempt, the intention was not to translate Faraz-rather it was to appreciate the beauty of his versification, critical thinking in his creative writing and seriousness of the subject. Many a times in other poems, his pen also becomes a magical and melodious clarion or a flute. This attempt was to get close to him and his self-felt subjectivity which vehemently revolted against the condition of his country.
"Mohaserah" seems to be a result of collectively suppressed furies. It is a challenging commentary on modern time and attitude of imperial machinery cynical about human values.
The poem is a representation, configuration and reconfiguration of time. It talks of lived experiences of the author. It is an elegy on the stagnancy of the people responsible for the (physiological / intellectual / democratic) siege. "Mohaserah" vibrates and tries to move- the poet pleads his people to wake-up from long-long sleep to rise to their glories. The poem is a daring-glasnost-stand for righteousness. The couplets are full of phonological charm and pragmatic grandeur. Faraz appears to be a classicist and that of in Poppish style, serious like
Eliot"s impersonal subjectivity of The Waste Land (1929) . This master piece of Faraz will surely fascinate its readers for centuries to come.
